Introduction
The equations for ideal fluid flow where p is the density, u is the particle velocity, E is the specific energy, P( V, E ) is the pressure and V = 1/t~is the specific volume. Dissipation only occurs across a shock wave and physically is accounted for by imposing the Rankine-Hugoniot juxnp relations across the shock discontinuity. Finite difference shock capturing algorithms are freq~wntly used to obtain a numerical solution to the fluid flow equations. These schemes have iñ umerical dissipation that gi..'es u sll(wk wave u small width me~urecl in grid cells, b[It ml artificially large spatial width compared to the typical shock width that physically occurs.
The effect of the artificial shock width is largest when shock waves interact. To determinv the eifect of the numeric-al shock width, we analyze the asymptotic solution for n simplv shock interaction when a viscous dissipntivr term is Mlrlcd to the ideal fluid tvllmtitms,
The prohlrm w{' c(].wi(ler in [lrt~lil is n strmig shock ill ;tii i(h'.al giu rdh'ct.ill, q frt)[ll n rigid wtdl, This is (wlllivnl(tl]t to t}w il~trrm"tit)ll l)(~tww=ll tvl~lml strength sll<)("ks of tlw (qqxniitr fmnily, It is silllilfw to n tmt p.-ol)lrn~,N(dl [3] A scaling nrgument due to Noh shows that as the viscous coefficient goes to mm the entropy error decreases in spatial extent but not in magnitude, It implivs th;it the convergence t~f the invisci(l limit to the hyperbolic. solution is non-ul]iform in rr,gioIls wherr shocks l~FLveiutvractd.
Asymptotic

I:!')l
Simil~ly, the position of the wave could be defined by rnatrhing the total lxlonl(mtllll~.
T!m shock position based on molnentllm is obtained from Eq. (2.2 j by replacing t IW llli~ss density p with the momentum density pu.
In steady state the mass flux is everywhere constant
Hence, there is a linear relation between mass density and momentum density pu = po + Ill, This is a conseq~lcnce of the fact that the viscous pressure depends only on the (Iensity and velocity, hence the shuck profile depends on the equation of state.
These important properties care expected to ht~true for any reasonable viscosity ;mti tquution of state.
Example of Reflected Strong Shock
The effect of the shock width on ii shock of a strong shock Alectillg from a rigid wall, interaction can he seen in the simple c~a.se
To compare the viscolls s{)lutitjl~with ththypertmlic solution, we complltc the difference in the relatlve energy between the incoming shock and the outgoing shock,~~'r = d~~i -J~~r. We note that AEr >0 carrcspmls to R net rxcew energy in the viwms slmck l)rofiles compared to the hyperbolic sh[wkis.
Lt't 'he prrss~lre Iwhin(l tlw inc(uui[lg sh(wk IN*P,,. Over the fast time scale, (shock width) /(shock velocity), the viscous pressure smoothes out any discontinuity in the non-degenerate or acoustic modes. This is important wh~n the positions of the imnming and outgoing shock waves are within n few shock wi(lths of the wall. The pressure and particle velocity rapidly equilibrate towards the vrdum t)f thv hypvrbcdic wdution i~~the incoming shock profile changes to the outgoing profile. [)n the slow time scnlc, tl~e viscous sol~ltion is close to the solution to the Riemann prohl('in iiil(l the outgoil)g shock pr(dilc approaches its stcruly state solution.
during the trtmsient in which the shock profiles change. After the pressure and particle velocity have equilibrated, the viscous pressure in the interaction region approaches zero and the subsequent chang~in entropy is negligible. Without heat conduction which would
give rise to diffusion of entropy, the entropy error is frozen into the particle trajectories.
Thus, the bulk of the entropy error from the interaction is confined to within a few shock widths of the wall.
Let us consider in more detail the interaction region for the case when A&T >0. Near the wail the outgoing viscous wave must have a deficit in energy equal to A&T in o:-der to compensate for the ener~dif%rence in the shock pro.i~s. Because the wall w uses the particle velocity to go to zero, the energy density reduces to & = p13 = P/(Y -1) and is proportional to P. When the reflected wave has propagated a couple of shock widths, the pressure has approximately equilibrated to the value behind the outgoing hyperbolic shock. In order to conserve total energy, the viscous shock front must be slightly behind the hyperbolic shock front. Then to conserve mass, on average p must be above the valuẽ is. approximately constant, a high value for p implies on for the hyperbolic shock. Since .
average the entropy S x log( P/pY ) is low.
At the wall, the pressure rise is more characteristic of a single strong shock then a double shock. Since the t-mtropy is greater for a single strong shock then for two sequential shocks to the same final pressure, right, at the wall we expect the entrol)y to h~high ;UNI the density to be low. This implies there is an oscillation in the density and entropy in the vicinity of the wall. The pressure and density determine the specific tmrrgy throlll~h We note that the initial data for Nob's test prwblem corresponds in effect to taking the relative energy of the incoming wave to be zero. In this case, the energy difference for the interaction is A&T = ti&~. .Again, in general A&T is not zero and an entropy error occurs from the transient interaction that forms the outgoing shock.
Finally, to understand the small distance it take for the shock to form and the pressure and velocity to equilibrate we estimate the magnitude of 6&~relative to the energy in the shock profile. For illustrative purposes we assume y = 5/3. From Eq. (3.3) the shock width is Ax = 2.72/. The compression ratio of a strong shock is q = (I + 1 )/(7 -1 ) = 4. From Eq, (3.12), the energy ratio is 6&~/Ax&, = I/g. Thus the energy in the shock profile will have a small effect on the shock interaction after the outgoing shock has propagated a couple of shock widths.
Non-uniform convergence of Inviscid Limit
One important consequence of shock interactions is that the convergence of the inviscici limit to the hyperbolic solution is non-uniform. This may be deduced through a scaling argument introduced by Noh A shock reflecting from a rigid wall is equivalent to the symmetric collision of two shocks, i.e.. equal strength shocks of the opposite family. The argument that the cause of the error is due to the asymptotic shift in the relative energy between the incoming waves and the outgoing waves implies tl Lt. the fact that the incoming waves are of equal strength is not important. Hence, shock interactions in general will result in non-uniform convergence of the inviscid limit.
Effect of Source terms
Noh also has a version oi the shock reflection test problem in cyhndrical and spherical geometry. This source terms.
introduces an additional effect on shock propagation due to geometrical
The geometrical source terms are singular at the origin. Consequently, as the shock . approaches the origin the source terms become comparable in magnitude to the viscous dis- Thus, when source terms or gradients behind the shock front are large compared to the dissipation within the shock profile, the viscous solution can differ significantly from the hyperbolic solution. Again the error is in the entropy and is expected to be localized. Finite difference shock capturing algorithms have an artificially large shock width. Numerical solutions with schemes that have the smallest shock width will minimize errors of this type and be closest to the hyperbolic solution
Conclusion
We have analyzed the problem ot' a strong viscous shock reflecting from a rigid wall, 
